Underwood green skills
Practical Outdoor Skills Training Sessions

1 day sessions for teachers, group
leaders & individuals

East Ayrshire Woodlands, Cumnock, Ayrshire
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Practical Outdoor Skills
Background to the Project
In 2013, we successfully applied for funding from Awards For All
to enable us to construct a cabin at Underwood for use in support of our
work with mental health groups, education groups, FEI members, voluntary
groups and workshops with the general public.

We contracted a local craftperson to construct the cabin, with timber felled
from our essential site maintenance and as a training programme for our
trainees, to give vital skills in traditional construction.
This has given us a valuable base, close to facilities to enable us to devise
this support project for a range of groups, to learn and practice in a calm,
relaxing environment, close to facilities and shelter.
As qualified Level 3 Forest School practitioners, we became aware of the
need for people to be more confident in the practical skills required in order
to deliver more enjoyable, rewarding outdoor learning sessions for the
groups they work with, as well as needing more practice and confidence in
use of tools, equipment and delivery of activities.
None of the modules are accredited at present but we offer attendance /
completion certificates for all and it is something we will be looking into for
the future.
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Our base, woodland, tree nursery, polytunnel and rustic cabin
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Our Facilities
Car parking
Toilet facilities within 50 yards
Disabled access
Kitchen Area
Fenced private area
Polytunnel
Heated rustic cabin, seating 12
Outdoor rustic benches

Forest School practical skills
As fully qualified, experienced Forest School level 3
practitioners, we decided to offer single day practical skills
Training in topics that compliment Forest School type
activities and woodland education
Each day, which will be from 10am until 2pm, though times
are flexible to fit in with the needs of each group, will look at
A range of topics relevant to Forest School and be as
practical and hands on as possible.
There is no limit to the number of topics that people do.
Topics include the following;
Safe fire lighting, exploring tinders, leave no trace
Use and care of traditional and modern hand tools
Tree & Flowers identification and folklore (Summer)
Tree identification & folklore (Winter)
Signs and folkore of Spring (Spring)
Willow & wood craft
Animal tracks, signs and trails
Bird identification, call notes and song
Shelter building & simple knots
Environmental art & natural sculpture
Woodland games, music and activities
Woodland Health and safety, & Risk assessments
Woodland survey, management, planning & environmental impact

Practical Outdoor skills
Module 1. Safe fire lighting, exploring tinders, leave no trace

Fire is always the most popular activity for all our groups, young and
old alike but whilst it is warming and nice to look at it is also
important to know where to site, how to start, how to care for, how
to extinguish and how to leave the fire site

Module 2. Use and care of traditional and modern hand tools

Wherever possible, we favour the use of traditional hand tools in our
work and of course it is not appropriate to run Forest School sessions
using power tools  We will introduce a range of traditional tools,
how to care for them and use them safely and efficiently and try
your hand at using some tools you may not have used before
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Module 3. Tree & Flowers identification and folklore (Summer)

Knowing Summer trees and wildflowers is an essential part of
utilising a woodland to maximum benefit for the group and minimal
impact on the wood. We look at practical identification, folklore and
uses of different species both traditionally and in modern times
Module 4. Tree identification & folklore (Winter)

It is just as important to know about species in the Winter months,
especially if you are looking at doing essential management or
planning for the warmer months ahead. We will focus on
identification by bark, twig and bud, as well as folklore and uses.
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Module 5. Signs and folkore of Spring (Spring)

Knowing your Spring woodland is vitally important in many ways,
from planning ahead to minimise impact on the ground flora and
breeding species to knowing the history and value of the wood and
knowing what species can be used and have been used in the past.

Module 6. Willow & wood craft

As experienced willow workers, sessions run between November
and April can involve work with living willow, outwith these months,
we can include crafts utilising dried, non- living willow, with an
overview of how to manage a short rotation coppice, willow harvest,
types and uses of willow for small crafts, practical uses and
construction.
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Module 7. Animal tracks, signs and trails

Another important element of using and managing an area of
woodland is to know the species that rely on it as a habitat,
especially if there is the chance that protected species may use it for
foraging, feeding and breeding. We look at surveying and mapping
the wood to get a picture of the species present and any issues.
Module 8. Bird identification, call notes and song

Bird identification can be difficult in a summer woodland, made
much easier by some knowledge of song and call notes. Through
using recorded calls, visual images and binoculars we will try to give
some insight into this wonderful language and more confidence in
identification.
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Module 9. Shelter building & simple knots

One of the base needs of all species is shelter and we will look at a
few simple designs to provide quick and easy shelter using natural
(and none natural) materials and a few simple knots to make
construction (and removal) easier
Module 10. Environmental art & natural sculpture

We will look at getting as creative as possible in this free and fun
module and letting our imagination run riot with natural materials
such as wood, leaves, clay etc and looking at using the resources in
different ways, depending on the season.

Practical Outdoor skills
Module 11. Woodland games, music and activities

We will as a group look at using natural resources for a range of
short, fun games and activities, either as part of your outdoor
learning sessions or for free play

Module 12. Woodland Health and safety, & Risk assessments

In order to make outdoor learning fun and stress free for groups, we
will look into the practical issues of health and safety and how to
approach risk assessments in a woodland environment, also focusing
on species to avoid and identification.

Practical Outdoor skills
Module 13. Woodland survey, management, planning &
environmental impact

Looking at the wood as a whole, looking at past uses and planning
for future management with particular emphasis on impact and
impact mitigation. If between November and April, is likely to involve
some practical conservation work with hand tools.

**Some of the elements of the modules will take place in a nearby
woodland rather than at the cabin base**

Practical Outdoor Skills
costs, contacts & further information
£35 per person per session
Groups will only run with a Minimum of 4 people booked
Due to the nature of the activities, there will be a maximum of 8 people per
group. Refreshments are provided.
10 am – 2 pm / 2.30pm (Flexible)
No specific dates are being arranged for the Practical Outdoor Skills
sessions as we want to make the training as flexible as possible and make
use of in service days and other times when there are opportunities. To
keep it simple, if there is demand, we will endeavour to run a session 

Full risk assessments are available for all modules prior to start.
For further discussion or information, please contact either;
Mark Davies, Community Woodland Officer
mark.davies@east-ayrshire.gov.uk
Alison Calcott, Woodland Education Assistant
alison.calcott@east-ayrshire.gov.uk
East Ayrshire Woodlands, Underwood Depot, Auchinleck Road, Cumnock,
Ayrshire KA18 1RS telephone 01290 426973
Information will also be provided on our website at;
http://www.eastayrshirewoodlands.co.uk/BranchingOutMentalHealthSupport.htm
Facebook – East Ayrshire Woodlands Project

Who We Are………….

Mark Davies
Community Woodland Officer
SVQII in Environmental Conservation
Forest School Level 3 Practitioner
Branching Out Leader
Member of Institute of Outdoor Learning
17+ years experience in conservation employment
Experienced willow worker
Other qualifications and interests
HND (Design) BA (HONS) Art & Media
Artist & Illustrator, Music composition / songwriting
Rustic inventions, Gardening Bushcraft trained

Alison Calcott
Woodland Education Assistant
Forest School Level 3 Practitioner
Branching Out Leader
10 years experience in conservation
Experienced willow worker
Other qualifications and interests
HNC Countryside management,
Bushcraft trained. Woodcraft/art
Woodland/wildlife conservation
Personal/spiritual development
Mindfulness Association member.

